Fainstein Announces Resignation, Effective June 2006

by Brian Lomax and Thomas McCarthy

The College has undergone, and will continue to undergo, numerous changes in the past three and a half years under the leadership of President Fainstein. They've outlined annual and long-term budgets that accommodate to the College's financial condition. In 2007 to teach courses in sociology and urban studies. They've done a number of things to improve the College's financial condition. The new policy is implemented. The judicial Task Force (JTF) is currently reviewing the College's Room Policy to reevaluate the appropriateness of the circumstances under which a campus safety officer can enter a student's room without her or his consent. Under the current policy, there is no emergency, College staff may gain permission of the Dean of Student Life to enter a student's room after obtaining a student's name and consent. The judicial Task Force (JTF) is currently reviewing the College's Room Policy to make sure that the policies are comprehensive enough to protect the rights of students. The new policies have been approved and will be in effect for the upcoming academic year. The new rules are designed to provide a comprehensive framework for students to have their privacy respected while also ensuring the safety and security of the campus community.
Students were surprised last Friday when President Fainstein announced his resignation. The announcement came in the form of a campus-wide e-mail. Because Fainstein had been at Conn for four years, there were clearly many things to be said regarding his role here.

President Fainstein faced a grim situation when he began his tenure as President of the College in 2001. Undoubtedly, many students who have enrolled at the College since then have heard rumors about Conn's previous president, Claire Gaudiani. After undertaking several projects that the College was unable to afford and attempting to create unrealistic ties with the city of New London, Gaudiani left the College with a financial deficit after the faculty called for her resignation. Thus, much of Fainstein's endeavors were focused on addressing the College's financial crisis, and indeed he succeeded.

The College has seen a financial surplus in recent years, which has increased the endowment. Although the College has still been unable to immediately initiate large projects it has set forth in its Strategic Plan, the stabilized budget attributed to Fainstein's conservative financial management has enabled the College some financial flexibility.

Aside from increasing the financial stability of the College, President Fainstein has addressed the important issue of diversity at the College. He created the Presidential Commission on Pluralism only one year after coming to the College. Furthermore, he addressed bias incidents on campus with a mandatory diversity summit two years ago and indeed he succeeded.

Although the financial repair work is not completed, President Fainstein is credited with the recent appointment of Vice President for Advancement Gregory Waldfogel, who joined the College from Wesleyan University. Waldfogel is an important addition to Conn's upper administration, as he has already stated several ways he intends on meeting financial needs. For example, he plans to initiate the creation of a committee charged with finding ways to sell the College's Strategic Plan to various groups outside the campus community. Thus, the financial work will continue even after President Fainstein leaves office.
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The College Voice claiming that our team has had an "inconsistent year." Our combination of senior leadership and the addition of many young players ready to step up and fill roles have resulted in one of the best seasons that Conn Women's basketball has seen in years. However, the article in the February 4th edition of The College Voice claims that there is still time for the team to "save their season" and build on a "less than impressive record."

As a team we are proud of our accomplishments this season and the progress our women's basketball program has made over the past few years. Finishing with the best record that Conn basketball has seen in eight years is more than impressive. If the authors of these articles took the time to come to a game, they would not only have seen the energy and heart of our team, but have also witnessed the ability to remain competitive against some of the best division three teams in the country. It would be nice if our college newspaper recognized what we consider to be a very successful season.

Sincerely,

2004-05 Connecticut College Women's Basketball Team

Do you care about anything?
Voice your opinions write a letter to the Editor. send to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor are due by 5 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publication. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However names may be withheld upon the author's request. The College Voice will not publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an individual. The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced, no longer than 500 words, and must include a phone number for verification. send all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu

The College Voice
Box 4970 • Office (860) 439-2812 E-mail: ccvoice@conncoll.edu

Women's Basketball Team Offers Alternative Interpretation of Season

Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to an article printed in the February 4th edition of The College Voice. The article titled "Women's Basketball Has Inconsistent Year" is both inaccurate and misleading. It is embarrassing that The College Voice covers games that are not even attended by the writers and even more appalling when the coverage is inaccurate. This season our women's basketball team finished the season 10-13. We were competitive with many conference teams, such as nationally ranked Bowdoin and Williams, and achieved a huge NESCAC victory over Colby. It is the first time in eight years that the Conn women's basketball team has finished with double digits in the win column, improving from a season four years ago when we went 2-21.

In light of the achievements and progress that have been made over the past few years and our nearly 500

The Needs a business manager to handle our finances

Work study students are eligible for pay roll

If you're interested, contact Yaseen at ccvoice@conncoll.edu

$ Do you like money? $
**The Red Specter of... Liberalism?**

**Tim REDDER SPECTER OF LIBERALISM? THE FUTURE OF VIETNAM?**

BY YONI FREEMAN

We hold back and take our chances. Let's not roll the dice. (Andrew Meyer)

---

The popular specter regarding contemporary liberalism is that it is a failure, and we all pay the price. The conservatives are merely the moron or a lying rhetorician. Or at least we've been told so. I pondered. "So he's either a fatuous moron or a lying rhetorician?" Then I made a mental picture of the American public. The conservatives are merely getting a bad rap, I thought. And yet people actually LISTEN to them. As if they were a political party with a coherent philosophy.

In the past decade or two, conservative political parties have developed with a real party platform. But most of the rhetoric comes from the liberal side, they say. Liberalism is a failure, and we all pay the price.

I was interested in this specter because I was interested in the current political climate of the U.S. I wanted to know how it had come to be.

---

The specter of liberalism as a failure is a common theme in political commentary. It's often framed as a binary choice: either liberal or conservative. But is liberalism truly a failure, or is it simply misunderstood or misused?

---

**SUDDENLY, HOPE FOR LEBANON?**

**NICK HOANGCUNG IN RIGHT FEET**

Lebanon is a relatively tiny country — it's even smaller than Connecticut. However, in size it does not compare to the country it is located in. Lebanon has always been a country with a very short history. Over 30 years, Syrian troops have occupied large swaths of Lebanon, and the country has been invaded by both Israeli and American forces. It is no wonder that Lebanese citizens are restless and desperate.

The United Nations Security Council passed Resolution 1559 on September 8, 2007, calling for an end to foreign interference in Lebanon and the withdrawal of foreign troops. This was a positive step towards a more stable and peaceful Lebanon.

---


**Andrew Meyer & Beth ADR**

As the time before break winds down (or actually winds up, in my case, with a brick in my wall), we found ourselves wondering when the nation would start to show some signs of life and enthusiasm. For those of you who don't know much about the political climate, this is the time of year when the media begins to look for the first signs of life and enthusiasm. However, I don't mean it in the political sense. I mean it in the sense of the media looking for the first signs of life and enthusiasm in the political climate.

---

The Voice is actively seeking News Writers

Call x2812
Jump Off the Bandwagon!

As anyone who’s ever watched ‘Streetlight Manifesto’ knows, the 80’s were a time when punk rock was king. We talked a lot about punk music, and it was everywhere you looked. The music was loud and aggressive, and it was a reflection of the era we were living in.

On the other hand, the 90’s were a time of transition, and a lot of people were starting to lose interest in punk music. But there was still a lot of great music being made, and some of the best bands of the 90’s are still touring today.

New York in the 90’s was the perfect place to be if you were a music lover. The music scene was alive and well, and there were a lot of great bands playing all over the city.

But there was also a lot of political correctness going on during this time, and a lot of people were starting to lose interest in punk music. But there was still a lot of great music being made, and some of the best bands of the 90’s are still touring today.
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**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**Dreams Come True in Johnson's Newest**

By Paul Dryden

Jack Johnson writes songs that just make you feel good. Perfect for a day at the beach, a night of studying, or simply chilling out. His acoustic guitar, soothing voice and folk-rock reggae tunes helped transform him from a professional surfer into an international star. Jack should be no surprise that the Hawaiian native sticks to his successful formula with his third album, In Between Dreams.

On the album, Johnson is still playing with his core band featuring Adam Topol and bassist Michael McDowell. It is definitely his best work since his debut, Brushfire Fairytales, and probably the most upbeat yet. Becoming a father in 2004 might have something to do with that.

"I'd feel funny writing a song that has a lot of angst in it, because it's not what comes out of me," Johnson recently stated on his own reinvented label called "Broadside Records," with fellow surfer

**Ortega's: Small Space but Big on Taste**

By Jerry Seabrook

For someone who has never experienced a Mexican dinner, my recent trip to Ortega's in Groton promised to be a memorable "South of the Border" experience. Despite being stranded next to a craft store and a liquor store, the food looked so authentically Mexican, we decided to give it a try.

"The halal steak fajitas seem to have simmered in the kitchen for a while back in Mexico," Johnson recently stated. "I think it's a pretty good thing to think about that is small, imagine the "soul food" in Harris divided in half, and then take away just a bit more. But that's OK because it fits the unspoken kind of the language, the place is cozy.

In the rear is a small bar that could potentially serve you as well. The walls are decorated with sombreros, woven oaxaca blankets, and corn husks. The music seemed to be traditional and very quickly I found myself swaying and singing along. Immediately upon being seated we were given complimentary tortilla chips with two kinds of salsa, cheese and tomato. As for the salads, the two "experts" I was dining with agreed that they were a little watery. Even as a novice, I too noticed the liquid consistency. The amount of food on the plate was astronomical. We were all "very happy" with the look, smell, and taste of our meals.

When desert rolled around, I was denied "one of everything" and instead we ordered a four-piece assortment of Mexican pastries: one each of maricayo cherry, chocolate, vanilla, and banana pancakes. As a banana pancake aficionado myself, I could not help but love it. Johnson sings, "Waking up too early/Maybe we can sleep/And make you bananas pancakes/Pretend it's the weekend now."

In 1999's "Thicker Than Water," Johnson made pancakes himself. "I could not help but love it," Johnson sings. "Waking up too early/Maybe we can sleep/And make you bananas pancakes/Pretend it's the weekend now."

Dovercon Franzkentrain and the Philadelphia G. Love & Special Sauce, who in the Johnson's career take off by recording his song "Real Cool" for G. Love's Philadelphia disc. The two spent that summer touring the country. A one-time filmmaker, Johnson was up on the Promise concert stages, branches of the North Shore of Oahu, and could ride a board before he could walk. He began competing in pro surfing events in 1992, at age 17. He quit professional surfing to study filmmaking at UC Santa Barbara and his first film, A Banana Pancake Afternoon, "I could not help but love it," Johnson sings. "Waking up too early/Maybe we can sleep/And make you bananas pancakes/Pretend it's the weekend now."

Johnson recently announced a summer national tour with his site at www.jackjohnson.com for more of the like.

**WCHT Top 20 Albums of the Week.**

1. **ARTIST**
   - 1. Archade Fire
   - 2. Interpol
   - 3. Elliott Smith
   - 4. Funk Black Francis
   - 5. Stranglers
   - 6. Robyn Hitchcock
   - 7. Paul Westerberg
   - 8. Can Kicker
   - 9. Saint Etienne
   - 10. Rilo Kiley
   - 11. Lonestar Shack
   - 12. Blood Brothers
   - 13. Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds
   - 14. Massive Attack
   - 15. Tzunus
   - 16. Blues Explosion
   - 17. Duran Duran
   - 18. John Cage
   - 19. Hend Case
   - 20. Wolf Eyes

**Do you like rap? Hip-Hop? R&B?**

Well A&E is looking for a hip-hop columnist to start writing after Spring Break.

If you think you've got what it takes, submit a writing sample to smseq@connell.edu or call Shona at x3847

**The Oscar goes to...**

Last Sunday, the Motion Picture Academy of America presented the 77th Annual Academy Awards to celebrate this year in film. For those who missed the spectacular event, here is a brief recap of this year's Oscar recipients:

**ACTOR IN A LEADING ROLE:** Jamie Foxx - Ray

**ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING ROLE:** Morgan Freeman - Million Dollar Baby

**ACTRESS IN A LEADING ROLE:** Halle Berry - Million Dollar Baby

**ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE:** Caree Blanchett - The Incredibles

**ANIMATED FEATURE FILM:** The Incredibles

**ART DIRECTION:** The Aviator

**BEST PICTURE:** Million Dollar Baby

**CINEMATOGRAPHY:** The Aviator - Robert Richardson

**COSTUME DESIGN:** The Aviator - Sandy Powell

**DIRECTING:** Million Dollar Baby - Clint Eastwood

**DOCUMENTARY FEATURES:** Born into Brothels - Ron Kauffman and Zaza Briski

**DOCUMENTARY SHORT SUBJECT:** My Neighbor Tоторo - Hayao Miyazaki

**FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM:** The Sea Inside (Spain)

**HONORARY AWARD:** Robin Morgan

**HONORARY AWARD:** Sidney Lumet

**MAKEUP:** Lonnie Scheffler - An Unfortunate Series of Events (Family)

**MUSIC (SCORE):** Finding Neverland - Ian P. Az腧mack

**MUSIC (SOUND):** The Motorcycle Diaries - "Al Otro Lado Del Rio"

**WRITING (ADAPTED SCREENPLAY):** Sideways - by Alexander Payne & Jim Taylor

**WRITING (ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY):** Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind - by Charlie Kaufman, Story by Charlie Kaufman & Michel Gondry & Pierre Bernals

**SHORT FILM (ANIMATED):** Ryan - Chris Landreth

**SHORT FILM (LIVE ACTION):** Wasp - Amanda Arnold

**SOUND EDITING:** The Incredibles

**SOUND MIXING:** Ray

**VISUAL EFFECTS:** Spider-Man 2

**WCN Top 20**

• Recording
• Funeral
• Antics
• From a Basement
• On the Hill
• Frank Black
• Francis
• Norfolk Coast
• Spokeed
• Feltor
• Mountain Dudes
• Travel Edition
• More Adventurous
• Believe
• Crimes

Abatofloir Blues/The Lyre of Ourship
Danny the Dog Who Killed the Zzontus
Damage
Astronaut
Robo Sapiens
The Tigers Have Spoken
Burned Mind
On February 24th, the Office of Residential Life and Housing sent a mass email to all students living in the residential area of the campus to inform them of additional spaces on the Study-Away program. The decision was final one day prior to the start of the academic year, with a new housing opportunity available in the Winchester houses for students interested in studying away.

The original purpose of the Winchester Houses was to increase the housing capacity and provide additional spaces for students interested in Study Away programs. These houses were intended as a short-term solution due to the unexpected increase in Study Away students. However, the continuation of this program has required additional resources and efforts to make the houses livable for the students.

According to Milstone, the cost of renovating the properties on the campus was approximately $500,000. The funds needed to allow 20 extra students to study abroad were significantly lower than expected. According to the PPBC, the decision to allocate funds for study away programs is also “more cost effective than building additional housing for Study Away students,” with a significant increase in the number of students interested in Study Away programs.

The decision to remove the option for Winchester Houses affects the number of Study Away students that can be accommodated in the Winchester houses. According to Park Android, “Residents of Winchester were very interested in studying away next semester, according to David Milstone, Dean of Student Life. However, there are approximately 185 applicants to study away, applying to approximately 35 different countries. The Study Away committee has only been planning to accommodate 15 students to be studying away as of fall 2003. “We received an ‘extremely high’ number of applicants for study away applicants than anticipated. The Study Away program was only planned to accommodate 15 students to be studying away,” said Professor Park.

The original plan to increase housing was only slightly altered by removing the option of the Winchester Houses. Milstone said it “may be necessary to look at other areas of the campus for additional Study Away housing prospects for a significant number of students on campus. There were an ‘extremely high’ number of applicants for study away, applying to approximately 35 different countries. The Study Away committee has only been planning to accommodate 15 students to be studying away as of fall 2003. “We received an ‘extremely high’ number of applicants for study away applicants than anticipated. The Study Away program was only planned to accommodate 15 students to be studying away,” said Professor Park.

P crest

 over the spring break worldwide. And if you happen to be single and looking for a good time with a good-looking man, here’s how you can find him: As your number one resource for the single man, we have put together a list of the best places in the world to find a man. We’ve scoured the globe to find the best places to meet a man who will like Puerto Rico, unlike you don’t like it. But I’m not advising you to go there, because you have to stay there for a few weeks. Now, which side of the fence you fall on will probably be decided by whether or not you enjoy the food. In the end, you’ll have to make your decision. There are too many differences between the two places. There are lots of beaches (well duh, it’s an island), and there’s lots of food to eat. But there’s also lots of people to talk to. So you have to decide which one you like more.

An Idiot’s Guide to Spring Break 2005

continued from page 3

of their enemies losing in battle. Then they showed off their military might, and there were still moments where the American troops were surprised by the enemy’s strength. It is debatable whether or not these reasons are valid; after all, this is why you choose to come to a place like Puerto Rico, unless you don’t like it. But if you really want to have a good time out west, you want to go to the place that’s not so far from Southern California and that place is Las Vegas.

In Las Vegas, there’s no need to worry about being bored. If you’re going to Vegas, there’s lots of things to do. You can go to the casinos, go to the shows, go to the restaurants, and go to the hotels. But there’s also lots of food to eat. So there you have it! If you like “offbeat, Amanda is right. It’s a fun place to go. I can’t believe how many people were saying "I didn’t have to visit the beach." But that’s ok. For such a small area in Vietnamese culture, there are many reasons to visit Southern California. There are many things to do in that area. After all, the Steers Club is home to the Southern California Rolling Stones. So there’s lots of things to do. Not to be confused with rap, I get mad skills, yo. Right.
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Freeman: Front or Future of Vietnam
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Conn Students Seek Emotional Retribution

By Two ANONYMOUS

Dear Phoebe and Sassy,

I was in Cor last night when I came upon a group of boys. With further observation, I realized they were urinating in a trash can. I don’t understand—why do boys do this when there is a bathroom five feet away?

—Freshman

Dear pissed-off,

Just like breaking windows, or urinating in trash cans, something, do you get excited, or are you bored?

—Senior

Dear Not Feeling the Beat,

Women have for centuries been asking men to be more direct with what they’re thinking. Turns out now that they start telling us, it’s not exactly what we had hoped for. Isn’t there some sort of middle ground?

—Junior

Dear Dear Phoebe and Sassy,

I am a Senior who has waited three years to live down South, and I finally do. I have also been waiting for Senior parking to be more direct with what they’re thinking. Turns out now that you start telling us, it’s not exactly what we had hoped for. Isn’t there some sort of middle ground?
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Top Ten Least Desirable Spring Break Vacations

10. Laz (available for year-round housing on campus)
8. Chechnya
7. A cruise on the Titanic II
6. Podunk, Iowa...not funny, but not someplace you would want to go either.
5. Any place north of here
4. Iraq
3. The OC...well, maybe people do want to go there. That's not the point!
2. Jurassic Park
1. The Neverland Ranch

Camel Curiosity

Camel meat tastes like beef

Source: Yoni Freeman

The entire campus was shocked this week to learn that Norman Fainstein is stepping down as President of the College. The thought on people's minds immediately was how the College would cope without him and who will fill his shoes. The roving reporter, always looking to please the student body, figured "who knows better what the students want than the students themselves?" So this week, we asked YOU who you would want as college president if you could appoint any person...dead or alive!

Freshman Megan Porzia
"The grouch from Sesame Street...whatever he is...that little green dude."

Sophomore Zarrette Rogers
"ODB!"

Junior Mike Greenhouse
"Rivers Cuomo 'cause he'd rock so hard!"

Senior Eve Southworth
"Not Eugene O'Neill...because he's dead."

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@connoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more alterations.
The men’s and women’s indoor track season is coming to an end and there are a number of events remaining on the schedule that have yet to be determined. Football is much more than a game, or a sport. It is life. Football clubs not only represent geographical areas (which in some cases have little significance), but they also represent political or cultural histories. Unlike American football, baseball, and basketball, football is associated with ancient hatred and discriminated against. Their country was decimated by war and ethnic bloodshed. They remained loyal to their football club - in Yugoslavia the football club into a paramilitary group, which was a highly influential by the Italian Ultras although they incorporated the traditional football clubs into a paramilitary group, which was a highly influential organization. Although the Italian Ultras were highly organized, they often engage in hooligan incidents, the far more successful team in recent dates back to the Irish wave of immigrants who sought asylum in the United States. Nationalarine and with cultural history as its chief ingredient to fuel the fire that burns between rival supporters.

The rivalry is usually reflected in the stands on FC Celtic vs. Glasgow Rangers, FC Porto vs. Benfica that have been the two main protagonists in the Scottish Premier League. Celtic and Rangers are the most successful teams in the Scottish Premier League and their matches are considered to be “derbies”, a combination of the name of Catholic gangs who called themselves the Tim Malloys and Protestant gangs who called themselves Billy boys. The fans of Celtic are considered to be “Celtic” while the fans of Rangers are considered to be “Rangers” fans. They are a tribe of fans from Scotland who have lived in the same country for hundreds of years.

In England, we have the Manchester derby. United vs. City, red vs. blue, brother vs. brother. City and Liverpool have been fierce rivals since their formation in 1884. The rivalry between Manchester United and Liverpool is one of the greatest derbies in world football. Both clubs were founded in the late 1800s. Despite the fact that United has been more successful and more far reaching, the two teams fight for the title every season. The 1993 encounter between City and Liverpool at Maine Road is considered one of the greatest matches in Premier League history. The match was won 3-2 by United and it is considered to be the first place of four-fifths United fans. Manchester United and Liverpool have a long-standing rivalry dating back to 1902.

The 2004/2005 season, 106 City fans were arrested (third most in the league) and 326 were ejected from the stadium. Violence and racism break out among English supporters and there have been several occasions where there have been attacks and other governments of outside of the stadium.

Moving onto the mainland, football rivalries are evident in all countries and cities around Europe. Italy has the most number of rivalries and these are normal due to a division of class or geographic position within a country. Rome and Marseille are the two biggest teams in Italy and they have been at war since the early part of the 20th century. Genoa vs. Torino is currently the most important rivalry in Italy. Internazionale vs. AC Milan is considered to be the most important rivalry in Italian football. Inter are considered to be the “Nerazzurri” while AC Milan are considered to be the “Rossoneri”. Their country was decimated by war and ethnic bloodshed. They remain loyal to their football club - in Yugoslavia the football club into a paramilitary group, which was a highly influential organization. Although the Italian Ultras were highly organized, they often engage in hooligan incidents. In the 1998/1999 season, 7,507 fans were arrested at Inter vs. AC Milan matches, which is considered to be the biggest number of arrests in a football match in Europe.

In the 1999/2000 season, 7,507 fans were arrested at Inter vs. AC Milan matches, which is considered to be the biggest number of arrests in a football match in Europe.

In Greece the football scene revolves around the capital city, Athens. The battle of Athens between Olympiakos and AEK Athens is known as the biggest rivalry in Greece. Olympiakos is known for its fanatical following which fires up the supporters and fans of the two teams. The support for Olympiakos is quite passionate and along with the rest of Greece, they support the team against other teams. Olympiakos is known for its passionate and long-standing rivalry with AEK Athens. The support for Olympiakos is quite passionate and along with the rest of Greece, they support the team against other teams. Olympiakos is known for its passionate and long-standing rivalry with AEK Athens.

In 2004, the team of RSHA vs. Olympiakos in Greece was considered to be the biggest rivalry in Greece. The team of RSHA vs. Olympiakos in Greece was considered to be the biggest rivalry in Greece.

In the 2005-2006 campaign and with some new and returning players from last year. Captain Ben McVay was the most valuable player on the team. McVay, who革命ized the Red Star supporter, is considered to be one of the greatest football warlord. Perhaps the most valuable player on the team. McVay, who revolutionized the Red Star supporter, is considered to be one of the greatest football warlord.
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In the 2005-2006 campaign and with some new and returning players from last year. Captain Ben McVay was the most valuable player on the team. McVay, who revolutionized the Red Star supporter, is considered to be one of the greatest football warlord. Perhaps the most valuable player on the team. McVay, who revolutionized the Red Star supporter, is considered to be one of the greatest football warlord. Perhaps the most valuable player on the team. McVay, who revolutionized the Red Star supporter, is considered to be one of the greatest football warlord.
Men’s Lacrosse Preparing for Spring Season

The Connecticut College men’s lacrosse team is returning the bulk of its starters and is looking forward to a big spring season. (Archive)

Men’s Lax Looking For Strong NESCAC Season

At attack, Brad Luckhardt ’06 returns to once again be one of the top attackers in the NESCAC. His goals and working through adversity. His story is truly inspiring because he’s only a freshman. Last season, Luckhardt led the Camels in goals with 19 in 2004, will Robbie Logan ’07 and Lane Yearsley ’07 compiled 20 points in a midfield filled with talent, to step up and be a leader in the midfield.

Continued on page 9

Camel Scoreboard

Womens s Hockey: 5-17-2
Womens s Basketball: 10-13
Womens s Squash: 13-7
Womens s Volleyball: 9-11

The Tale Of JamesOn Curry

This month in sports is unlike any other. professional baseball players transform themselves into skilled and intense golfers to deceptively effective athletes in front of our eyes, thanks to the media’s non-stop-in-depth coverage of Spring Training. More importantly, we have the unique opportunity to get up close and personal about college basketball this season because of the number of games that are not only at home, but also on television. This month in sports is unlike any other.
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